As we celebrate 30 years of ministry in 2020, thanks to you, 2019 was a great year!

Over the last 10+ years, your investment has enabled us to reach over 200 leaders living and working in 16 neighborhoods. These leaders have reached hundreds of families and impacted thousands of children for Christ—in both word and deed.

In 2019, we added 4 new partners, replacing several who are now thriving. Together these 4 leaders are reaching almost 700 children and their families.

On top of these focused, in-depth relationships, we also do our best to provide assistance to other leaders who reach out to us—over 40 in 2019.

And we were delighted to give our partners opportunities to share with our great donors!

In 2019, we invested substantially in New Orleans by donating our properties there to Giving Hope, which will continue to enable Ninth Ward ministries to thrive!

In 2019, we invested 89% of your gifts on programs to revitalize under-resourced neighborhoods...both by helping leaders thrive and using our social capital to help others. We also made a large, one-time investment in New Orleans, home of our roots!

January Training Retreat Encourages Leaders
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See desirestreet.org/donors for complete financial information and other resources of interest.